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“I chose the IRRN program 
because I want to understand 
and work with religion as a real 
global force. The Pardee School 
provides an intellectually fertile 
environment where students of all 
backgrounds converge to develop 
and improve the skills required to 
pursue meaningful and productive 
careers. This development comes 
not only from working closely with 
world-renowned faculty but also 
from regular collaboration with 
fellow Pardee students.”

     - Andrew Vannostrand, IRRN   
 2016

The innovative two-year IRRN program 
explores the ever-evolving nexus of religion 
and international affairs. The IRRN MA 
prepares students to work in policy analysis, 
conflict resolution, and other roles. 

Core coursework covers the fundamentals of IR theory, 
methodological training in approaches to the study of 
Religion and IR, and the role(s) of religion in modern politics. 
Students choose both an IR and a Religious Tradition track, allowing them to develop 
detailed knowledge in the specialties that matter most to them.

The MA in International Relations & Religion requires a total of 16 courses (64 credits) 
divided among core (20 credits), IR track (16 credits), Religious Tradition track (16 
credits) and electives (12 credits). Students also write and orally defend a capstone 
MA paper and demonstrate proficiency in a foreign language.

IR & Religion (IRRN)
G R A D U A T E  P R O G R A M

Core Courses

• Fundamentals of International Relations

• Religion & International Relations

• Public Religion & Politics Across Cultures

• Humanities/Social Science Approaches  
 to Religion 

• Capstone MA Paper Workshop

Religion Tracks

• Buddhism

• Chinese Religions

• Christianity

• Hinduism

• Islam

• Judaism

IR Tracks

• Theory & Policy

• Political Economy

• Security Studies

• Asia

• Europe

• Latin America

• Middle East & Africa

• Muslim World


